Christina School District Learning Choice Board
for Pre-Kindergarten Optional week of _June 1st_______

ELA
Draw letters, names, numbers
in sand (salt, sugar)

ELA
Play Simon Says.
Fly like a seagull, walk like a
crab, wave your arms like the
ocean, digging for shells, swim
or surf in the ocean

ELA
Journal: Write and draw about
your favorite activity to do at
the beach.

ELA
Message in a bottle:
Write a message to a loved
one, put it in a bottle, and
deliver it to them.

Math
Counting sea shells or beach
rocks. Make sets of 10.

Math
Draw an umbrella or a beach
towel and decorate a pattern.

Math
Cut out shapes on sand paper
or cardboard.

Math
Building a sand castle with
blocks, pattern blocks, magna
tiles.

Social-Emotional
Set up a beach picnic at home.
(use towels, umbrellas, pack a
lunch, don’t forget your
sunscreen! )

Social-Emotional
Play “Beach Bingo” with your
family. (see bingo board attached)

Social-Emotional
Fill up your “Kindness” Sand
Bucket:
Write/draw kind deeds, fill up your
bucket and complete each act of
kindness throughout the week.

Social-Emotional
Paper Plate Emotions:
Cut a paper plate in half. Glue a
popsicle stick at the bottom. Draw
a nose and a mouth to express
different emotions. Have a family
member to guess your emotion.

Social Studies
Make a list of items you would
need for a day at the beach.

Science
Make an ocean in a bottle.
Add ¾ of water, ¼ of oil and 5
five drops of blue food coloring
and sand to a water bottle.
(add shells, rocks, etc.)

Jobs
Chef:
Make Sand Pudding Cups:
Crush vanilla wafers. Make
vanilla pudding. Layer in a
clear cup. Add gummy bears
on top.

Physical Activity
Put your bathing suit on and
run through the sprinkler!
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